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 Summary 

 

Chart of the Day: Indian refinery runs hit a 4-month low in February as demand faces headwinds on rising crude 
prices and record high-pump prices. However, looking at y/y, runs were down by -470KBD of which -270KBD 
were JV refineries due to one major refinery shutdown for maintenance. State-owned refiners continue to operate 
at full steam on strong local demand, while private sector refineries are still running lower due to weak product 
export markets. (Source: PPAC) 

  

  

Oil markets continue to trade lower after a 
wave of bearish news over the weekend 
from UK-EU vaccine wars to rising cases in 
Brazil, India, and the EU. 

The latest Chinese customs data showed 
crude imports picking up in February after 
a slowdown in December and January. 
Russia and Saudi continue to be neck and 
neck to be the largest supplier in China. 

In products, Chinese Bitumen imports 
remained at high levels as they remain a 
proxy for sanctioned crude trading from 
Iran and Venezuela, which continue to 
officially report zero crude imports. 

Weekly COT data continue to show rising 
energy spec length data. WTI net spec 
length hits a 32-month high. Though this 
data does not include the selloff on 
Thursday.   
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Market Recap 
Oil prices continue to trade down this morning after a flurry of bearish macro news over the weekend. First up 
was the EU-UK vaccine issues becoming more toxic. EU is close to banning vaccine exports to the UK as it tries to 
fulfill its contracts first as the pace of vaccination remains slow compared to the US and UK. However, there is a 
real risk of retaliatory action and with most vaccines having global supply chains, this is a race to the bottom. 
Second up was the Turkish Lira plunging by ~15% overnight against the dollar. Though this might be a country-
specific risk there is a real risk of EM currency pressure as the dollar shorts significantly reduced last week and 
with US vaccination gaining ground and reopening back to normality can put further momentum in US dollar 
strength. 

US continues to produce strong COVID data as cases drop and vaccination speed picks up. Mobility is sharply 
rising and the oil market is at risk of receiving bullish high-frequency data (normally from the US) while we are 
seeing cases surge again in Brazil, India, and the EU which report monthly and often lagged data.  

China updated its detailed customs over the weekend and there is too much data to talk about for our daily 
report. We highlight some of the key charts below. Those who have access can explore the China dashboard or 
drop me a line if you are looking for something specific. 

China Customs 
Despite the OPEC cuts, Mid East crude maintained the dominant market share (~50%) in China. Two weeks ago 
we had received the Jan&Feb average crude imports of 11.1MMBD, however, once broken down, crude imports 
picked up in February after a weak December and January, despite higher prices. Saudi and Russia were neck and 
neck fighting for the top supplier into China.   

  

In products, there was no sign of Bitumen imports slowing 
down. Bitumen imports are widely interpreted as crude 
cargoes coming from sanction countries such as Iran and 
Venezuela (which are officially at 0). With reports of increased 
Iranian cargoes and used VLCC’s being bought up at 
premiums for this trade, this flow is likely to remain high this 
year. In other products, imports of Light Cycle Oil (LCO) 
remain high though dropping from record highs in recent 
months. This common blendstock for gasoil makes it difficult 
to truly gauge the diesel demand in the country. Lastly, 
propane imports remain high in China however, with trade 
tensions easing with the US, propane imports from the US 
continue to climb which is displacing propane imports from 

the Mid East.  
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CoT Weekly 

 

Energy spec length continued to increase as WTI net spec length hit the highest in 32 months. With US opening 
up, refined fuel spec length hit a 14 month high as well. However, this data point misses the big sell-off on 
Thursday. As long as strong backwardation persists , we should expect to see strong positioning in energy. 
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Charts 
 Technical Analysis 
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